
Minnesota State High School League 
 

State Dance Team Tournament 
 

2019 RESERVED SEATING PROCESS – FINALS 
 

1) Each team (all classes) that advances to the finals will receive 140 “free tickets/passes” 
that will be for a designated seating area. 
 

2) These “tickets” will not be good for admission to the Target Center -- they only provide 
access to a seating section.   
 

3) Fans may leave the Target Center and return, if they obtain a hand stamp and have their 
ticket stub. 

 
4) These tickets will describe a specific section and rows, but will not indicate a specific 

seat or row. 
 

5) Tickets will be given to the head coach after advancing to the finals. 
 

6) The coach must determine how these tickets are distributed and may be done so in the 
designated area on the concourse above the chute. 

 
7) Everyone who purchased a reserved seat for the prelims MUST receive a reserved seat 

for the finals. 
 

8) Coaches will determine who receives the remaining tickets. 
 

9) Everyone will be required to clear the reserved sections after the conclusion of the 
AA/AAA Prelims. 

 
10) Class A:  May access the reserved area, after those seats have been vacated following 

the AA prelims.  After the Class A Awards presentation has been completed, Class A 
fans, MUST immediate vacate the reserved seating area, so the Class AA may sit in 
those same reserved seats. 

 
11) Class AA:  Must wait until the Class A reserved section has been cleared following the 

Class A Finals and then will be allowed to enter this area.  Each competing school will 
have a reserved section. 

 
12) Class AAA:  May access their reserved seats at any time, after the reserved seating 

areas have been cleared following the AAA prelims. 
 
The assistance and cooperation of everyone involved will be needed to make this system work.  

This plan will allow the fans from each team to sit together, in prime locations, for the finals – 
without having to save seats.  To make this work Class A fans need to leave after the awards 

program and Class AA fans will need to be patient on the “change-over.” 
 
. 

Coaches must prepare plan for the distribution of tickets after finals. 
The best plan may be to have parents do this. You may have 1 parent come down and 

meet your coach on the court after prelims to pick up the tickets, but it will need to be set 
up and organized by the coach. 


